T

he Ermitage workshop is the specialist in bespoke craftsmanship. They
select the very best batches of oak to make their barrels from trees of

more than 150 years of age that have grown in ancient forests sustainably
managed by the French Forestry Commission and certified PEFC.
The forest from which the oak originates, the length of seasoning, the choice
of staves and the level of toast are all different parameters which will nuance
the profile of a barrel. Thanks to its steam pre-toasting process, the Ermitage
barrels produce extremely supple tannins and confer complexity on the wine.
The marriage between the wine and the oak is completely harmonious.
The Ermitage workshop oversees each project meticulously, offering a personalised approach from the choice of the wood to delivery of the finished
article.

BARRELS

F

or over 200 years, the Charlois family has enjoyed a priceless,
natural heritage where oak reigns supreme. Based in Murlin in the

Nivernais countryside and within the Bertranges Forest, the Charlois
Group has access to groves where the most beautiful oak specimens
in France thrive.
After the trees have been selected in the forest, the most important
work in the oak trade is splitting the wood.
A know-how and a traditional technique, transmitted from generation
to generation, which require from the merrandier an infallible eye to
read well the thread of the wood, split the billon in segments (quarters),
eliminate the heart, the sapwood and the bark to extract from some
noble wood of the staves of straight-thread.
The craftsman merrandier controls the quality of each stave sourcing
from these oaks which tell more than 150 years of history.
The stave is then piled up and seasoned in open air area during 24
months minimum, an essential stage of maturation.
The Charlois Group makes sure that every process and transformation
of oak is worthy of its nobility, it creates the Tonnellerie Ermitage
in 2007, with the aim of generating a hyper-selection of the stave,
sourcing from prestigious forests, to extract the best for its products.

A “made to measure” approach
with its in depth knowledge of
the french forests, its uninterrupted
access to premium quality
oaks, its perfect seasoning conditions,
its specific techniques in cooperage
and its expertise, Tonnellerie Ermitage
crafts barrels of exception.

” Our commitments:
sustainable forest
management,
quality and traceability
of our products “

A SELECTION OF PRESTIGIOUS FORESTS
Being 100% vertically integrated (forestry to barrel production),
Tonnellerie Ermitage is able to use specific forest designates in the
labeling of the barrels. The ability to forest designate is a very important
distinction amongst coopers, as the company believes that the terroir of
the forest impacts wood just as terroir of the vineyards impacts fruit. It
is integral for winemakers to know exactly where their wood is coming
from year in and year out enabling a more consistent experience with
the product.
Tonnellerie Ermitage offers two prestigious origins of forests to select
the best Bertranges & Tronçais quality.

NATURAL OUTDOOR SEASONING
Natural outdoor stave drying is an essential part of the coopering
process: the mechanical, organoleptic and oenological qualities of
the future barrels depend on it. Time, thanks to the action of the wind,
the sun and the rain, accomplishes its slow task of seasoning. Vertical
integration with our own stave mill allows Tonnellerie Ermitage to offer
24 months seasoned oak, necessary for the regularity and for the
reliability of its annual production.
The Ermitage range offers the option of prolonged stave seasoning of
more than 36 months (on request).

A UNIQUE PRE-TOASTING PROCESS:
THE STEAM
Tonnellerie Ermitage utilizes a unique steam bending technique to
shape the barrels. This process provides added benefits to the barrel
that cannot be achieved through traditional fire bending :
• R emoval of any harsh tannins.
• O pening of pores of the wood prior to toasting allowing deeper
penetration and integration of the toasting process.
• R espect of the beauty of the fruit trhough a a lighter toasting process.
The cooperage proposes various levels of toasts from Light, Medium,
Medium Plus to Heavy.
The ERMITAGE barrel develops and matures over time highlighting the
fruit whilst respecting the winemaker’s objectives.

VINIFI CATION INTÉGR ALE ®

S

everal experiments exist for the
vinification of red grape varieties

in barrels. Numerous methods have been
used: upright barrels with heads removed,
horizontal barrels with the grapes inserted
through the bung hole, use of special barrels
with modified bung holes, etc.
All have given very good results but were
never fully developed due to the difficulties
and high cost necessary to implement them
Thanks to OXOline ® racks which allow
barrels to be rotated and handled separately,
Tonnellerie Baron has developed «Vinification
Intégrale ® » complete vinification. This
technique allows the har vested grapes to
In October 2013, the
Charlois Group signed an
exclusive contract for the
installation and distribution
of the Vinification Intégrale®
system for its barrels.

be properly placed in the barrels and all
the classic vinification operations can be
carried out without the expense of sending
barrels out for modification, or bringing
coopers in to perform specialized services.

LIFE CYCLE OF A
VINIFICATION INTÉGRALE® BARREL

ACCESSORIES

to make your Vinification Intégrale® easier

Life cycle of a vinification barrel
Plexiglass
head
OXOline® Monoblock
225-300 L

Delivery of the
barrel equipped with
Vinification Intégrale®
with OXOline® patented stands

After use,
removing
equipment

Setting up
replacement kit

Basic kit
+ filtering spatula

Traditional
wine ageing

Manual funnel

Tasting kit
OXOline® Monoblock
350-500 L

Re-use of equipment on a new barrel

Basic kit
+ tubular spatula

Delivery of
new barrel perforated

Reassembling of
equipment

Stainless
steel Eco kit

Vinification Intégrale®

A set of accessories has been
developed which optimises
simplification of this type of
wine-making, it also reduces costs.
Eco kit

COLD MACERATION

FILLING

VINIFICATION INTÉGRALE® SOLUTIONS

solutions

T

he Vinification Intégrale ® system allows
the grape crop to be casked under good

conditions and for all traditional wine-making
operations to be performed without costly
transfers between the winery and the barrels,

stainless
steel
filling tank

horizontal
funnel

vertical
funnel

must
pump

refrigerated
room

dry ice

or movements of the same.

heat
exchanger

In addition to the simplicity of use of
the Vinification Intégrale ® system, the

solutions

Options: tasting kit
Plexiglass head

barrels to be rotated independently. The

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

ALCOHOLIC FERMENTATION

combination with OXOline ® stands allows
entire winemaking process takes place in
the barrel and the aromatic potential of the
grapes is fully preserved.
Many Wineries, from small local estates to
world renown Châteaux, have been able to
Vinification of red grapes
OXOline®
monobloc

OXOline®

hot
room

OXOline® 2

electric
heater

heat
exchanger

in barrels gives very good
results but has never been
developed on a large scale
because of the difficulty

RACKING

REMOVING SKINS

Racking
Wand

solutions

tap

rack to the
press

stainless steel scraper

by gravity

experiment with the Vinification Intégrale ®
system.
Whether a small experiment or in great
quantity, producers have good reasons to use

of implementation

the system ; building a new cellar, creating a

and the costs involved.

special cuvee, multiple selections within a

Vinification Intégrale

parcel, or simply the desire to bring more

®

meets all your expectations.

richness to their blends.

TANKS & CASKS

L

ocated in the heart of the French region of Cognac, the Ermitage
Tank and Cask cooperage facility is a member of the Charlois

Group.
With over 30 years of experience, our workshop has special
expertise in the production of these prestigious products. From the
choice of raw materials to assembly in the cellar, we evaluate and
provide support for each project on an individual basis.
Ermitage proposes fermentation and open top tanks from 10 to 70
hl, and oval and round casks from 10 to 60 hl (largest capacities
on request).

Raw Materials
Our knowledge of forestry and long experience in sourcing the
highest quality oak allows Ermitage to select the best oak suitable for
the production of large format tanks and casks.
Ermitage sources its oak trees primarily from national forests managed
by the ONF (Office National des Forêts).
With over 20 years of experience our oak buyer selects and evaluates
the trees to choose the ones that will produce the best large staves for
each individual tank. These trees are at least one hundred years old
and belong to certified PEFC forests.
All of our 54 and 65 mm large oak tank staves are naturally air dried
for at least 48 months.

Project Design
As needed, the ERMITAGE team is able to provide each individual
project with full analysis to determine the technical requirements and
specific needs of the winemaker at the site.
Tank production begins once the order confirmation has been received.

Toast
After the tank has undergone the first shaping steps (“dolage”, jointing
and “mis en rose”), it undergoes the toasting process which requires
the expertise of the cooper.
This is also the mechanical method used to bend each stave through
a combination of the actions of heat and water.
Using the same procedure as with our barrels, the newly-formed tanks
are slowly heated and then subjected to several hours of “bousinage”.
It is this step which reveals the true aromatic nuances of the wood as
the heat penetrates deep into the heart of the oak.

Accessories
Each tank is a unique creation through which the Winemaker’s
individuality and creativity may be expressed.
All of our large format tanks and casks are completely customized
with a large selection of accessories to meet the broad needs of our
clients around the world.

QUALITY I TRACEABILITY I SUSTAINABILITY
100 % PEFC
Programm for the Endorsement of Forest Certification
Tonnellerie Ermitage is committed to a programme of sustainable forest
management (PEFC). The Bureau Veritas Certification* attests that Tonnellerie
Ermitage respects the defined criteria for the certification of the chain of control
((BV /CdC/2172175 H and BV /CdC/2172175 G) PEFC as described in
the documentation published by the PEFC (Annexes IXa - November 2008 et
IXb - January 2009)).
«GUARANTEED OF FRENCH ORIGIN»
The label «Guaranteed of French Origin» assures consumers of the traceability of
the product by giving a clear and objective indication of provenance. The label
is awarded subject to two cumulative conditions which must both be satisfied:
between 50% and 100% of the cost price must be French (95% for Ermitage
barrels and 100% for its stave mills), and the product’s essential characteristics
must be French. Our certification is regularly validated by Bureau Veritas.
HACCP
Food Safety
From the stave mill to the cooperage, we adhere to HACCP standards (a
systematic preventive approach that identifies, evaluates and controls significant
dangers relating to food safety). Bureau Veritas issues a verification statement of
our HACCP plan after inspection (BV/090/ RE) which ensures the alimentary
quality of our products.
FRENCH OAK
Bureau Veritas issues us with verification statements (N°BV/102-2/RE and
N°BV/102- 3/RE) for the traceability of our «French Origin’ and for our oak
source materials».
NATURAL STAVE SEASONING IN THE OPEN AIR
Bureau Veritas inspection delivers certifications (N°BV/102-2/RE and
N°BV/102-3/RE) for our mastery of the duration of natural seasoning in the
open air of the staves used to make our barrels.
HA/HP CONTROL SYSTEM
Levels of haloanisoles, halophenols and lindane
• Monitoring of water used in the production process, (watering, rinsing, steam
water)
• Atmospheric testing (zones that store staves, finished product and dry goods,
the stave mill and cooperage workshops)
• Verification of packaging (cartons, shrink wrap, bungs in silicone or wood,
etc.)
• Testing of ail products or materials used in the manufacturing process (flour,
stainless steel fixations, supports, machine parts, etc.)
• Inspection of stave lots on reception
• Verification of containers (use of ‘barrier’ protective covers)
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With sincere commitment to
providing exceptional continuity
in quality, traceability, and
sustainability, Tonnellerie Ermitage
holds internationally recognized
certifications.

NOTES
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